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Background: Mechanical and hemodynamic factors are among the determinants of patient-

device interaction and early-term and long-term outcomes in left ventricular assist device

(LVAD) recipients.

Material and methods: We are currently developing computer simulation tools aimed at (1)

analyze the intrathoracic and intracavitary positioning of LVADs after implantation and

establish correlation with clinical outcomes; (2) assist surgeons in the choice of device and

of left ventricular coring site for optimized intrathoracic placement and function; and (3)

facilitate the planning of less-invasive LVAD implantation. A virtual representation of

LVAD (mesh device component) was created through cone-beam computed tomography

and semiautomatic segmentation. A modular framework software (CamiTK, Grenoble,

France) was used to create a three-dimensional representation of patients’ computed to-

mography (CT) scan and incorporate the mesh device component for virtual implantation.

Results: Device reconstruction was included into a dedicated software with the purposes of

virtual implantation, based on the preoperative CT scan of surgical candidates.

Conclusions: We present herein the first digital reconstruction of the novel HeartMate 3

LVAD. Virtual implantation on the basis of preoperative CT scan is feasible within a user-

friendly interactive software. Future studies will be focused on correlation with clinical

variables.

ª 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction likelihood of developing adverse events.2-4 Our ultimate
Despite its effectiveness in improving survival and quality-of-

life in patients with advanced heart failure,1 left ventricular

assist device (LVAD) treatment is still associated with severe

complications such as thromboembolic events, pump

thrombosis, and pump dysfunction. Mechanical and hemo-

dynamic factors related to suboptimal pump implantation

and positioning have been associated with an increased
and Cardiovascular Surge
33(0)299282497.
(A. Anselmi).
ier Inc. All rights reserved
research purpose is to develop innovative tools to assist sur-

geons in the choice of devices, of optimal site of left ventric-

ular wall coring and in intrathoracic pump positioning, with

the scope to optimize pump function, avoid secondary

migration after chest closure, and minimize thromboembolic

risk due tomechanical and hemodynamic factors in a patient-

specific fashion. We assembled a team consisting of heart

failure surgeons (A.A. and E.F.), biomedical engineers (S.C.),
ry Pontchaillou University Hospital 2, rue Henri le Guilloux, 35000
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and an expert in biomedical image processing for innovative

clinical applications (P.H.). The preliminary results of this

project have included the development of a computer inter-

face allowing spatialmanipulation and virtual implantation of

LVADs within a three-dimensional representation of patients’

computed tomography (CT) scan and an analysis tool for

intraventricular cannula positioning in implanted patients

presenting LVAD-related complications at follow-up (Fig. 1).

The HeartMate 3 (Thoratec Inc., Pleasanton, CA) is a novel

rotary magnetically driven LVAD which has recently obtained

the CE mark and is entering the clinical practice. We present

the inclusion of this device within a virtual implantation tool

(which is currently for investigational and pre-clinical use

only).We highlight the features of the device and the potential

for computer-assisted surgery in the domain of heart failure.
Methods and results

The HeartMate 3 device was represented by a three-

dimensional digital object (mesh component) later included

in the virtual implantation software. To this purpose, a rota-

tional imaging of the device was performed (cone-beam

computed tomographydCBCT) using an Artis Zeego fluoros-

copy equipment (Siemens Healthcare Inc., Munich, Germany)

to minimize artifacts (Video 1). The ITK-Snap software (Phila-

delphia, PA)wasused toperformsemiautomatic segmentation

of theacquired imagesandobtain the three-dimensionalmesh
Fig. 1 e (A) Screenshot of an LVAD implantation preoperative p

mitral annulus by the user on post-implantation CT scan. (B) T

after segmentation with the obtained mitral orifice plane. (C) Co

with respect to the mitral valvular orifice; description through a

orientation. IVS [ interventricular septum. (Color version of fig
component representation (Fig. 2). This reliably depicted the

volumes of the device, including the inflow cannula, the apical

sewing ring, the pump body, and the outflow tract (Video 1).

TheDacronportion of the outflowwasnot reconstructed given

its adaptability tonativeanatomy.TheHeartMate 3 LVADhasa

more compact size than the HeartMate II device to improve

easeof implantation, although thesiteof left ventricular coring

and the orientation of the apical cannula still represent

important features in the determinism of pump function. For

the performance of virtual implantation, the mesh device

component is incorporated into a three-dimensional repre-

sentationof thepatient’s CT scanwithin amodular framework

software (CamiTKdComputer Assisted Medical Intervention

Toolkit, Grenoble, France). Through such software, the user

can visualize and browse the coronal, sagittal, and transverse

views of the CT scan; a three-dimensional representation

of the cardiac chambers is also obtained through amultiatlas-

basedmethodology and a pervoxel majority voting procedure,

as previously described4,5 (Video 2). This three-dimensional

representation of cardiac chambers is superimposed to CT-

scan images (augmented visualization of CT-scan). Coaxiality

with the mitral valve orifice and nonconflict with the inter-

ventricular septum and left ventricular cavity walls are

considered as requirements for correct placement of LVAD

inflowcannula.Hence, theuserelaborates theCTscan through

dedicated widgets to identify the mitral valvular orifice. Sub-

sequently, the software suggests the LVAD implantation site

and left ventricular coring location which maximize mitral
lanning and postoperative analysis tool: definition of the

hree-dimensional representation of the cardiac chambers

ordinates system for the LVAD apical cannula orientation

ngles q and 4 for quantification of displacement from ideal

ure is available online.)
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Fig. 2 e Process of creation of an LVAD mesh component (CBCT, segmentation and three-dimensional mesh). (Color version

of figure is available online.)
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valve coaxiality in the individual patient (Video 2). The soft-

ware subsequently shows the overlap between the virtually

implanted LVAD and the osseous chest wall, to help the sur-

geonestimate the riskof conflictanddevicemigration fromthe

intended position after chest closure.
Discussion

Computer-assisted surgery is a complex discipline integrating

different technologies and data sources, such as preoperative

and intraoperative imaging, interactive simulation, virtual or

augmented reality, and micro-technologies.6,7 It has contrib-

uted to significant advancements in orthopedics and neuro-

surgery8 but also in aortic surgery9 and transcatheter valve

implantation. Our investigational purpose is to introduce this

discipline into the field of heart failure surgery, to optimize

LVAD implantation in a patient-specific fashion and poten-

tially minimize the rate of early and late LVAD-related com-

plications. The general principles of LVAD implantation are

well-known.2 Nonetheless, patient-dependent variability in

left ventricular dimension and morphology depending on the

underlying disease, as well as variability in the conformation

of the thoracic cavity,may influence not only the risk of device

migration/malposition after chest closure but also intraven-

tricular cannula displacement with potential for suboptimal

drainage or thrombus formation. Several authors have previ-

ously attempted developments in such perspective.10,11 With

the present project, we sought for the first time to develop a

user-friendly tool for the planning the implantation of an

LVAD. This will ultimately take into consideration the intra-

thoracic placement with respect to the rigid chest wall, the

identification of optimal sites for both apical coring and

ascending aortic outflow, including performance of intra-

cavitary fluidic simulations.
The intended preoperative planning tool will allow virtual

implantation of several commercially available LVADs. The

newHeartMate 3 device presents amore compact size than its

predecessor HeartMate II. Such feature could facilitate intra-

thoracic positioning in patients with smaller body surface

area or with chest wall deformities. Similarly, preoperative

virtual implantation will be expectedly used also in the plan-

ning of less-invasive LVAD implantation through mini-

thoracotomy. The present research is expected in perspective

to facilitate patient-specific preoperative simulation of

optimal left ventricular coring site and LVAD implantation

with the aid of computer-assisted surgery techniques. The

final intraventricular orientation of the inflow cannula taking

into account both the coring site and themechanical effects of

the thoracic wall could be anticipated. Although further in-

vestigations are needed to such point, we have data about the

association between suboptimal inflow cannula alignment

(namely toward the interventricular septum) and complica-

tions at follow-up (stroke, thromboembolic events). Such

findings were obtained through elaboration of postoperative

CT-scan images from LVAD recipients as previously described

and have been recently published.12 It has been proposed that

device migration over time is limited and has scarce effect on

the incidence of late complications.13 Although the conflict

between the device and the chest wall can be easily analyzed

digitally,12 the anticipation of left ventricular remodeling and

volume reduction after initiation of LVAD support is a more

complex problem requiring dedicated developments.

In conclusion, herein, we present the first digital recon-

struction of the novel HeartMate 3 device, for intended inte-

gration within an LVAD preoperative simulation tool which is

currently under development. Virtual implantation of the

HeartMate 3 can be performed in an easy and rapid fashion.

Interpretation of results and correlationwith clinical variables

are currently under evaluation.
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